In trace fear conditioning a conditional stimulus (CS) predicts the occurrence of the unconditional stimulus (UCS), which is presented after a brief stimulus free period (trace interval) 1 . Because the CS and UCS do not co-occur temporally, the subject must maintain a representation of that CS during the trace interval. In humans, this type of learning requires awareness of the stimulus contingencies in order to bridge the trace interval [2][3][4] . However when a face is used as a CS, subjects can implicitly learn to fear the face even in the absence of explicit awareness*. This suggests that there may be additional neural mechanisms capable of maintaining certain types of "biologically-relevant" stimuli during a brief trace interval. Given that the amygdala is involved in trace conditioning, and is sensitive to faces, it is possible that this structure can maintain a representation of a face CS during a brief trace interval.
. The presentation of the mask renders the target invisible [6] [7] [8] . Second, masking requires very rapid and precise timing making it difficult to investigate neural responses evoked by masked stimuli using many common approaches. Blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) responses resolve at a timescale too slow for this type of methodology, and real time recording techniques like electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) have difficulties recovering signal from deep sources.
However, there have been recent advances in the methods used to localize the neural sources of the MEG signal [9] [10] [11] . By collecting highresolution MRI images of the subject's brain, it is possible to create a source model based on individual neural anatomy. Using this model to "image" the sources of the MEG signal, it is possible to recover signal from deep subcortical structures, like the amygdala and the hippocampus*.
Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/50212/
Protocol
Designing a trace conditioning paradigm using backward masking to block awareness 1. Design Stimuli *. If subjects are able to learn about the contingencies during the training phase, they should show larger magnitude differential (CS+ > CS-) SCRs to the old stimuli relative to the new stimuli. This effect is apparent in the Unfiltered group when we look at testing phase trials after the subjects have been reexposed to the CS-UCS contingencies (i.e. Trials 2-5; See Figure 4) .
In Section 8, we described how to record MEG during the masked trace conditioning session. Using source imaging to process these recordings, it is possible to recover MEG signal from subcortical structures like the amygdala 18 *. Subjects shown unfiltered face (N = 9) CSs exhibit larger amygdala responses ( Figure 5 ) and gamma oscillations (Figure 6 ) than subjects shown high-pass filtered faces (N = 9). In addition, these subjects also show larger responses in a network of face processing regions like the occipital face area (Figure 7 and Supplemental Video). that trace conditioning without awareness is possible when faces are used to predict the UCS. This result suggests that faces receive special processing even when presented below the perceptual detection threshold*. Consistent with this conclusion we found that broad spectrum faces evoke robust amygdala responses and bursts of gamma oscillations during the trace interval. This result suggests that the amygdala is capable of maintaining a representation of a face CS during a brief trace interval.
Although presented together, these two methods can be used independently as well. For instance it is possible to use backward masking to manipulate target visibility in other paradigms where behavior may be affected by emotional cues processed below the level of conscious awareness 5, 6, 8 *. In addition, using the source imaging approach described here it is possible to create 3d models of other subcortical structures, and it may be possible to recover signal from these structures during other region specific tasks. For instance, by using source imaging to model hippocampal activity, it may be possible recover MEG signal from hippocampal sources during tasks like spatial navigation.
The methods described here were designed with two goals in mind: 1) block awareness of the target stimuli, 2) and maximize the ability to detect stimulus evoked amygdala responses using MEG. These design constraints make it difficult to measure the subjects' implicit knowledge of the stimulus contingencies. For instance, SCRs resolve over the course of several seconds 5, 13 ; however, the CSs are only presented for ~30 msec during training, and the shock is presented shortly after (~900 msec). Given these time constraints, CR expression will be inevitably confounded by UCR expression during training. Because of this colinearity, it is necessary to test the subjects' knowledge of the stimulus contingencies using a subsequent unmasked testing session. However a testing session at the end of the experiment is not optimal because SCRs tend to habituate over the course of the experiment 1 . Given the number of trials needed to show reliable evoked responses with MEG, this SCR habituation will decrease considerably the power to detect a behavioral effect of the training. Future studies should focus on finding better ways to index implicit learning during fear conditioning with masked CSs. This could be done by either finding an alternative index of fear during the training (i.e. pupil dilation 19, 20 ) or find a more sensitive measure of fear that can be administered after the training session.
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